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Abstract 
Cloud computing has led to exponential growth in large 

scale data centers and warehouses, which form the 

paradigms substratum layer, Infrastructure as a service. 

These large scale server warehouses require substantial 

energy consumption not only to power servers but also 

affiliated processes such as cooling. Online management 

of virtual machines (VMs) using live migration and 

switching idle nodes to the sleep mode allow cloud 

providers to fully utilize resources and reduce energy 

consumption. The following research proposes a novel 

online Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach for the 

selection of virtual machines for migration. The 

proposed algorithms significantly reduce energy 

consumption, while ensuring a high level of adherence to 

the Service Level Agreements (SLA) 

 

1. Introduction 
 Cloud computing allows the consumer to avail of 

flexible on-line services from simple software to 

complex large scale hardware configurations typically 

using a pay-per-usage fee. Such availability and the ever 

increasing uptake of these services has contributed to the 

rapid growth of large scale data centers hosting 1000's of 

servers, networking, storage equipment and extensive 

cooling and power backup systems which are resource 

intensive. Koomey [1] suggests virtualization has played 

a key role in reducing energy consumption to a growth 

of 53% rather than 93% suggested by the EPA for the 

period 2005-2010. 

 

    In an era of on-demand computing the ability to 

virtualize a single server into multiple instances of virtual 

machines running separate guest OS and with secure 

reliable access to resources such as I/O devices, memory 

and storage has proven imperative in the growth of cloud 

computing. However, a problem arises concerning 

resource allocation as to which resources should be 

added and removed when the underlying performance of 

the resource is in a constant state of flux [2], an idle 

server in such an environment can consume up to 70% of 

its overall power [3]. 

   

3. Current research  
    Many studies have focused on the area of 

virtualization as an area where through optimization, 

power consumption can be reduced significantly. 

Beloglazov et al. [3] research remains one of the most 

highly cited and accepted pieces of research in relation 

to the consolidation of VMs, it introduces a dynamic 

consolidation of VMs algorithm called local 

regression/Minimum migration time (LR/MMT). Over 

utilized host are detected using a method called local 

regression (LR), LR decides if a host is or is likely to 

become overloaded, from this point a minimum 

migration time (MMT) policy is utilized to select the 

VMs to move from the host, MMT selects the VM based 

on the minimum time to migrate compare to other VMs 

sharing the host. 

 

4. Dynamic virtual machine algorithm 
   Q-Learning belongs to a group of reinforcement 

algorithms known as temporal difference methods. 

Temporal difference methods do not require a full model 

of an environment in order to learn [5], rather they can 

take actions in an online fashion through observation of 

the current state of the environment only, incrementally 

mapping rewards to actions, based on rewards received 

for the action taken and state reached.  This research 

utilizes a RL agent guided by temporal difference 

algorithm in order to optimize the selection of VMs, this 

has resulted in significant energy reductions, while 

ensuring a high level of adherence to the SLA.  

 

5. Results 
Simulations carried out using a 7 day real life workload 

from the PlanetLab CoMon projects shows that the Lr-Rl 

algorithm suggested in this research out performs the Lr-

Mmt. Four two tailed t-test were carried out on the results 

which highlights a statistical improvement in energy 

consumption, migrations and host shutdowns without 

any statistical difference in SLAs.  
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